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Support Vector Machines (SVM) [1] is a well known supervised learning algorithm, for both classification
and regression problems. Although less popular than SVM, Support Vector Regression (SVR) has been
proven to be an effective alternative for real-value function estimation. SVR trains using a symmetrical
loss function, which equally penalizes high and low misestimates. SVR is formulated as an optimization
problem by first defining a convex ε−insensitive loss function to be minimized and finding the flattest tube
that contains most of the training instances.

Despite its impressive results, this algorithm is not suitable for large datasets because its training process
may become a computationally expensive task, O(n3) time and O(n2)memory training complexities, where
n is the cardinality of the data set. In this work, we aim to extract a significantly smaller training set
for SVR, from which the support vectors of the original data set are likely to be determined. To this
end we propose an extended and novel implementation of a subsample algorithm inspired by [2], with
Bayesian hyperparameter optimization. We study the presence of support vectors from the original data
set in each subsample and compare different metrics for performance of the method against a standard
SVR implementation [3]. We present results for a variety of benchmark problems with sizes up to 200K
variables and 13 attributes, where we obtain up to 67.5 times faster convergence than the SVR algorithm
with parameter optimization.
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